
This is something very interesting. Ever since I almost died once myself, and it was exactly the same as everyone is talking about : they saw the ” WHITE LIGHT “which is true

BTW. Ever since then I’ve been curious on this phenomenon. I could like others see my own body and what was happening around me when I was lying there. On the floor in a

McDonald’s restaurant…hmm. Later I research and studied this phenomena further with help from a close friend. He taught me how to travel with the Astral Body. It took some

time to learn how to meditate to achieve this phase, but it was possible. During this time I didnt believe him at all when he was trying to persuade me to at least try. I said Ahh no

no.. that’s only people who see Mickey Mouse and the boys everywhere, who talking about that. But darned I was so wrong. I raise up from my body finally and my mind was like

“trapped” with full consciousness inside a round hollow globe. I could travel anywhere I wanted to.

This was the MOST amazing moment in my life, except when me and another friend saw a HUGE UFO. And If I would try to Astral Project now it would take some time and

practice to meditate, but it would be possible. Anyway the knowledge that we DO have a soul if you want to call it that, is heavy rooted in my believes since that time in my life,

Thx Mr.A for that. I remember Mr.A also talked about the following topic, that it is possible to change the world around you simply by using your own energy. Ohh dear his right

once again!
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And now Russian scientists is trying to convince people they CAN change the world simply by using their own energy. They claim that thinking in a certain way can have a positive

or negative effect on the surrounding environment. ‘We are developing the idea that our consciousness is part of the material world and that with our consciousness we can directly

influence our world,’ said Dr. Konstantin Korotkov, a professor of physics at St. Petersburg State Technical University. To bridge our understanding of the unseen world of energy,

scientific experiments are being carried out using a technique called Bio-electro-photography. The assumption is that we are constantly emitting energy. Bio-electro-photography

aims to capture these energy fields seen as a light around the body or what some people would call your aura.

It was discovered in the 1930s by Russian inventor Semyon Kirlian, who realized that by stimulating a subject with a short electrical impulse, you get a burst of light or photons

and electrons around the subject. ‘It looks like an aura – but I don’t like this word because it has some metaphysical meaning – I prefer the word ‘energy field,’ Korotkov told RT.
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The device itself photographs each finger individually with different fingers responsible for different parts of the body, and feeds the information into a computer to interpret. One

supposed benefit of this technique is early diagnosis of serious illnesses like heart disease and cancer. But some who work in the mainstream medical profession remain

unconvinced.

‘From the point of view of today’s medicine, I don’t think this can be used as medical evidence,’ said former Russian health minister Aleksandr Tsaregorodtsev. ‘And I would even

go further and say that it’s rather harmful than harmless, as it diverts people from the true causes of their illness and from truly effective treatment.’

And some of the claims in energy-field research are even more far-reaching. Of course this idea is new, that’s why it still has a lot of criticism,’ Korotkov said. ‘It has a very

important message for all of us because we have demonstrated that positive emotions have a very strong influence for us and the same with negative emotions. In one case

energy goes up, in another case it goes down, so it means if we are developing in ourself the ability to create love, to create positive emotion – we change the space around

ourself.’ ‘With our intentions, with our emotions, we can directly influence our environment. The idea that our personal energy can change the structure of the world around us is

viewed by many with deep skepticism, but in the sphere of bioelectrophotogrpahy, work continues to find scientific proof for the theory.
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